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FILLINGER PHONE CONVERSATION - l'26'70 

ROFFMAN: I wag going through our tape, and there were a couple points in 
there that were a little bit unclear to me. I just have a couple questions. 
I'm sure it won't take more then 5 minutes. 

FILLINGER: O.K. 
ROFFMAN: Do you remember what I told you about the damage to the anterior 

neck, about the great amount of blood there? 
FILLINGER: Right. 
ROFFMAN: There was so much blood there that the tissues were actually 

discolored. Could this be an indication of a major vessel being struck? 
FILLINGER: It would suggest to me that this was a good probability. 
ROFFMAN: Would you expect to find so much blood in that areas- the 

mediastinum if no iiif vessel was struck? 
rILLINGER: Knowing what we do about the case, and taking all the KIfilig 

things that we do know into consideration, I would presume that there was in fact a major vessel struck, and I wouldn't expect to see a whole lot of blood 
if there weren't. But at the same time, I realize that the tract of the bullet 
almost demands that a major vessel be involved, and by the time you switch off 
from either jugular or carotid you just about don't have much left outside 
the skin. 

ROFFMAN: You had mentioned something to me about Dr. Humes not incorporating a good description of the coronary arteries in his report. 
FILLINGER: Sure. 
ROFFMAN: Would this have any bearing on that? 
FILLINGER: No. 
ROFFMAN: Is it possible for him to have missed a small bullet wound to that?? FILLINGER: Of the coronary artery? 
ROMAN: Or of one of the major vessels in that area. 
FILLINGER: Well, we're talking about two different courses. The coronary, of course, is involved with only the heart, and the heart is in no wise geographic- 

ally involved with any of the injuries. So we're concerned only with the neck. Now, whether or not he traced out the particular branch of the vessel that was 
traumatized and the tract of this bullet, I don't know, But as far as I know, the tract in the neck was not carefully dissected and ermined. 

ROFFMAN: Yes. 
FILLINGER: Is that your impression? 
ROFFMAN: Yes. I was just wondering about the eossibility of a vessel 

being struck. 
FILLINGER: I think it's highly probable.  In fact, I would be pretty 

dog-gonad surprised if it wasn't. 
ROFFMAN: It was just something that dawned on me because we had spoke 

a little bit about projectiles being carried in major vessels to other parts 
of the body. 

FILLINGER: Right. It does happen. But, of course, one moving with this 
velocity, it's not going to happen. The ones that move around are ones that 
are just barely moving at all, and they sort of just plop into a vessel and 
then are just flushed around in, let's say, the low pressure that blood 
really moves. 

ROFFMAN: Well, the thing is the bullet in the neck did fragment. 
FILLINGER: That's right. We don't know for sure but it's presumed that 

it fragmented, right? 
ROFFMAN: Yes. The best information that I have sayd that fragments were 

in the neck. 



FILLINGER: Well, again, the question cones are those bone fragnents or bullet fragments? 
ROFFMAN: Fro a radiologist and from Dr. Fisher they're bullet feeements. FILLINCER: And this is the bullet that's supposed to have gone into Connally, isn't it? 
ROF2MAN: Well, supposedly. But I'm very dubious of that. In fact, I would say from certain information that I have that it's absolutely impossible. FILLINCER: Well, I think that nothing hes been shown as far -o I know that would make it impossible except that it these really are fragments, and if I remember right the bullet that was recovered from Connally was not fragmented. ROFFMAN: No. There is a possibility of some fragments lost from its base. FILLINGSR: Well, then that doesn't work. They don't come ofE the bane. ROAIMA4: Do you Xe remember I told you there was rt 3 cm, exit hole in the head in addition to that real large defect? Now, I told you also that a fragment of bone was recovered that had the other half of this exit hole with the bevelling on it ned that imbedded in the sides of the b'a'le witeve Lh- exit holes aere there were miauteenetal fraements. aid you say something about this beim; indicative of low velocity or isn't XX that-- 
FILLINGSR: It suggests either low velocity or a bullet that will leave metallic residues on its margins - on the bone margins. You can appreciate the fact that a jacketed projectile is going to leave very little on the merging because it's basically n hardened jacket, and it's designed so that it will not scrape off when it goes through a steel barrel. One can appreciate the :act that !ping through a bone, which is not as hard as steel, amy etch or scratch it, but it's not going to peel off much motel. In contrast to this a aofter porjectile might very well leave little metallic residues around the margins. ROFFMAN: Would the same thing apply to the big fragment that eas in the entrance hole in the head? 
FILLINCER: }erhaps. But only perhaps. 
ROFFMAN: Also, when we were watching the slides, you had said semething to me that if a bullet exited from this hole, it couldn't produce the bevelling and still blow out all those bones, at least this one portion of the bullet. FILLINGHt We're talking, now about the Kennedy thine? I think this is a 

pretty unlikely thing to have gx happeeed in view of the sheer Kennedy ballistics of the projectile itself. 
ROFFMAN: In it possible—I'll give you a little bit of a hypothetical circumstance, here. That after the bullet entered the head from in beck, it split ue into at least 2 major portions, and that one portion exited from this hole and made the 3cm. exit you see that was on the head and then that Another portion: raptured out another az.oa of the shut' that tohhe; took a ;a--enent with it. It bud part of this exit on it. Could that have happened? rILLINGER: I think it's highly unlikely. When you consider the number of gunshot wounds that we see here, and almost none of them break down--either rifle or pistol. Now military ammo, of course, it can do some strange things, but sporting ammo has a better chance of breaking down Mile than military ammo. ROMAN: That's something else I vented to bring up to you. I've talked with some hunters, in particular varmint hunters that use this very high velocity and very frangible bullet, and they said that when a bullet like this strikes heads, and they'vellid seen it happen, that immediately on its impact it'll explode in the sense that it creates a massive defect with no discernable entrance wound in the sense of a clean entrance wound. 
rILLINCER: That's correct, but, you see, it doesn't come out either because you have nothing left to come out. 
ROFFMAN: Right. They say that it has d short penetration. FILLINER: That's right. No have just the opposite with this thin3. 



ROFFMAN: What I was wondering about—UM you see, it's definite that at least one bullet entered the rear of the head, and this is pretty much at the top of the head. And then we have that 3cm exit on the side of the head. Now, something like this, since it NM was so confined to the tarp of the head, I imagine it could have gone through without causing too much brain damage. FILLINGER: Could have. 
ROFFMAN: But then you haulm that gigantic defect on the side of the head with the skull--the calvarium—completely fractured out of shape and all this brain damage. I was wondering if it was possible that this one bullet goes through the head and causes those two mall holes with no--just a negligible amount of fracturing, nothing that would even distort the cranium, and that another bullet struck the head to produce that MINIM massive defect, a sort of hunting bullet, a varminter. 
FILLINGER: Wall, there's several things that speak against this. Number one, to produce this kind of effect, you have to have a very high velocity projectile, and the Carcano will not stand vary high bolt pressures. ROFFMAN: Well, I'm not saying that the varmint bullet was fired from the Carcano. 
FILLINGER: O.K. Now, the next problem then arises, if you consider the photographs, his head really disintegrates from one shot looking at the photographs. And if he is struck by two bullets simultaneously or almost simultaneously, which I think is very, very difficult to conceive of, con- sidering that he's a moving target at, let's say 15mph, 35mph, whatever it's supposed to be. What was the speed of the car? 
ROFFMAN: 11mph. 
FILLINGER: 11mph theoretically. Now, there was NMI no tape on that speedomiter, wee there? 
ROFFMAN: No. 
FILLINGER: Then you can imagine in all this ruckus, who looked at the speedomeeer. 
ROFFMAN: It's measured over films. It's a pretty general thing. No greeter than 20 mph. 
FILLINGER: All right, let's say it's between 10 and 20. Now, a target moving at 10 to 20mph fired on by two separated Shooter, to effect a simul- taneous strike without electronic firing is just as good as being impossible. It would be like you and I sitting 100 yards apart trying IBM INXIISI to hit a sluirrel running across the ground. 
ROFFMAN: I Awe what you mean. 
FILLINGER: Number,one, I've got to say "fire" at the same instant you pull your trigger 	got to pull my trigger because the Zapruder photographs show only one series of blam of the head, right? There's not a second series L'uodietely following it. Just one em plisive blast of the brain bl,Am out. ROFFMAN: If his head was hit from behind in a wanner where the tarp roar was struck and then this 3cm exit occurs on the right side WU with no massive defect. Now this would be the Ix right side towards the top. Is it possible that that wouldn't show in the film? 
?MINCER: No. I don't think so. 
ROFFMAN: So that if it was struck by two shots it would have had to occur in that instant where you do see that instant where you do IX cee the explosion? 
FILLINGER: Right. And you only really have, let's say, two or three frames that show that head RMI really blowing up, and when you time those by the second, you don't really have much time to get tee shots in there. I think the people who speculate on these theories spend a lot of time, you know, just thinking about how BMX we're going to get to the moon, but if they over go out and try to duplicate the feat, just as some people paid you couldn't fire the three shots that fast and DO on. !Tell, a lot ow experts NN 
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went out and duplicated it, and I have seen it duplicated myself with that 
kind of a gun. In fact, I have one friend who did it with the Careen in 
my collection. And he can put out 3 shots in less than 5 seconds. 

ROFFMAN: It's interesting on your point there. Have you seen it done 
from the positeon it was unmagamumm alleged to have been done froue 

MUNGER: Well, there are two various positions that are suggested, 
as I understand it. One of them leaning from the window, right? And one of 
them in a crouched position. 

ROFFMAN: The thing is, it's almost impossible to get into n firinn 
position by that window bemuse you have a gigantic stack of boxes 22 inches 
from the sill, and the sill is a foot off the ground. 

!MINCER: I think he was very pleased with his arrangement because 
I think these cramped quarters worked to his advantage. 

ROFFMAN: Oh, really. 
MUNGER: Yes. They gave--because he was cramped in there, it com-

aressed his firing movements to a certain =tent. But it also gave him a lot 
of steadinese. You see, he's kind of hunched on the gun all the wry rround. 
ac's 	sale/sized in very tightly, and it doesn't leave a lot of room for 
recoil and a bouncing around of the gun. So once he starts to track his 
target, he's pretty well locked on. He's almost like he's got a swivel 
mount up there. 

ROFFMAN: I see. Getting back to what we were saying about the head 
wounds, is it, again considering with the fim the UNXIE unlikelyhood of it, 
but just from the medical evidence, the la hypothetical situation I gave 
you, is that possible? 

FULMER: Wall, I don't know. I suppose it's possible although / 
think it's no remote that to even consider it is really begging for the 
ludicrous. To assume that a bullet strikes in one area and then assume 
that another one comes in and totally disrupts the previously—the partially 
destroyed target area is awful hard to figure, and I think you ma could 
speculate on it without being eny smarter when you got done with it. 

ROMAN: It's something that puzzles ma so much. 
FILLINGER: SHHHK Because physically it's so difficult to consider 

that 2 shots were fired into that area that when you consider the high 
improbability of it being pulled off--number one, we know that the one 
shooter couldn't have done that because you can't work the bolt and the 
photographs would belie it. You can't work the HI bolt that fast. And 
oven if it were a eemi-automatic weapon, you couldn't fire and put 2 is 
the same spot at that speed. You can't track it that well holding it by 
hand. And he's not that kind of a shooter. He's a good shooter although 
some claim that be'e not. He's not a bod shot at ell, and this has been 
defraeatrated with his target ,:eactice and 30 ha on. 

ROFFMAN: He was rated by the Marines as a fairly poor shot. 
FILLINCSI: Well, you have to realize that that's just a rating, and 

that's a recruit rating. That doesn't say what he was doing since he of 
rated, number one. Nor does it say that that's a valid arating, and we 
have seee--for example, recently, a very interesting expose of military 
marksmanship where the recruits were such poor marksman, and the pressure 
was put on to got them all Tualified that they just blankly .valified the 
whole damned outfit whether they could shoot or not. And we have seen 
repeated distortions of ntoations of military workmanship because the 
emphasis is on good marksmanship and the fact that most people nowadays 
don't know anything about shooting suns. The pressers on the NRA tr cut 
don their H high school and civilian marksmanship courses, and the gun 
clubs are all under a tot of pressure, and an  awful lot of people just 
aren't interested in shooting firearms. XX As a conce-uence, when they 
come into Military service, they don't teem, a muzzle from a tea kettle. 
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And until you've had at least a certain familiarization with firearms, you're 
not worth a damn. He may have just crossed the gunnery Seargent jest a Lin 
little bit the wrong way so he put him down on his ema score. Maybe he did 
something stupid on the range, and they deducted 10 points. 

ROFFMAN: I see where there's 
FILLINGER: And realizing too that what a Marine calls a crack shot 

may well size above the criteria he was expected to perform to produce this 
kind of a shooting. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * it * * * * * * * * * * 

FILLINGER: As a matter of fact, I was just talking to a friend of 
mine a couple days ago down in Washington, and apparently some of this material 
has been withdrawn now from accesability. 

ROFFMAN: How do you mean? 
FILLINGER: From the Archives. Some of it that was being made avail- 

able has been withdrawn. 
ROFFMAN: By the Department of Justice? 
FILLINGER: I don't know. 
ROFFMAN: That's interesting. I'll have to check into that. 
FILLINGER: I don't know what the material was. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

(I explained to Dr. Fillinger how, by superimposition, it could be 
conclusively shown that Kennedy is thrown backwards when struck in the head.) 

FILLINGER: Well, several ouestions arise there. You're presuming which 
way his face is turned? 

ROFFMAN: He's facing towards the front, a little bit-- 
FILLINGER: Exactly dead ahead at the time the shot strikes? 
ROFFMAN: No; he's turned obliquely to the left. 
FILLINGER: That's right. O.K. Now realizing that the head is on a 

pivot which rotates as well as goes forwards, backwards, side to side. And 
you have this bullet striking on the right upper side. Now, as it strikes, 
it tends not only to throw the head forward, but to spin it to the leftjust 
like a cue shot, which can create the illusion of having the head thrown 
backward when in fact it is rotation. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

ROFFMAN: In addition to the incompetance of the men who were performi ng 
it (the autopsy), i think one oi! the im:ort,liit factors in it is the control 
that was placed over them about what they could release--things of that nature, 
and their suhse-luent testimonies. 

FILLINGER: Well, number one, you have to expect, of course, that the 
control is to be expected because they wanted to control everything that had 
anything to do with it. That's why the body wasn't left down there for 
autopsy, and it was maintained in tight federal control. I think they 
realized they had got a goose and didn't know how to cook it. They got him 
up in Washington. They didn't have any idea what they were going to do. 
They never heard of anything like forensic sciences. They didn't know 
anything at all about coroner's business or medical examiner which they 
never heard of. So they were stack with calling a pathologist because 
somebody knew that pathologists do atupsies. I mean, who are they going to 
call? Well, they're certainly not going to call a civilian pathologist. 
They have to call military. And the President always had a leaning to 
Bethesda so they called Bethesda. You knot:, that was the automatic move 
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right there. rr m there on in it was just a sitter of--you know, once one guy wns called, 	another guy wee called, and the third guy ens called. Renlizino that none of these eeoele had any concept of forensic octane°, really, or what they were getting into--Pierre maybe more than anyone else, but, you know, we discussed Pierre's limitations and problems and so on. So of course, he's stuck with the best of a good deal or a bad dent. Be's the only guy in the:army who has any prereauisita, and Although his are skimpy, thorn isn't anyone else. So they, you know, there ens a. tremendous amount of haste about the whole thing. They didn't have--they didn't trice time to think or ask -ueotions, and they weren't prepared to go into channels to Unew to find out answers. They just WC blundered right through. I don't think anybody appreciated hoe complex the thing would have gotten or way going to get units they got  in the middle of it. Than it was too late. if it had been a simple in and out, you know, or a smote shot like that druggist I had here over the weekend up here in Olney. Xi- bang; that's 10 great sweet to that. I could shoo you how to do one of those in a couple of hours. It goes through 7 organs so you know least what you're talking about. But sot. thing like this is an extremely complex thing. You could put 20 people in that WPM autopsy, and everyone would have probably had a little bit different idea of whet was going  on. I nean nny 20 well trained, long experienced, competent guys. There would have been a lot of discussion aboout it. They might have all eventually arrived at the same conclusion, but maybe they wouldn't have either. ROMANI And with those men there, you just wonder what you've got. MUMMER: Well, number one, they used people who didn't know much. Number two, they didn't give them such in the way of neterinl to draw conclusions from. Now when I'm presented with tough case, I oent to know from all the investigators what they've got so I can correlate my findings, and I don't put my foot in ny mouth. Because I could got a 5 month old baby dead in bed with no physical findings—looks lice a natural depth. Then in comes the mother and says "Oh, I eufficeted it." Well, therele no onrks on the baby. There's no way of telling at autopsy whether it's been eufficated or not. 
R01111141: In the autopsy report, what they use for their information ie newspepaer stories and thing of that nature. FILLING 1t: sight. They're being given a lot of lousy information on top of lousy expertise, and you just can't expect the product of this com-bination to be worth a damn for drawing any kind of wed conclusions. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
rILLINCM: On I say, they can only do so ouch. This is why I person-ally think that west of the inauiry into this case, while extremely intriguing, centers to a certain amount around the autopsy itself. And this is such a gaping defect and MX can never be improved on, that it just destroys Any kind of analysis of the case in this arez at all. All you can do is sit back and soy, "Well, it's can awfully big bile. What made it, a pea-shooter or a cannon?" You can't tell beeause the hole's big. That's about as far as you can go. And all of the conclusions are all so tainted by this defect that you just can't make l any tracks at KU all. 


